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Abstract
In this research we study a nite horizon optimal purchasing problem for items with a mean reverting
price process. Under this model a xed amount of identical items are bought under a given deadline, with
the objective of minimizing the cost of their purchasing price and associated holding cost. We prove that
the optimal policy for minimizing the expected cost is in the form of a time-variant threshold function
that denes the price region in which a purchasing decision is optimal. We construct the threshold
function with a simple algorithm that is based on a dynamic programming procedure that calculates
the cost function. As part of this procedure we also introduce explicit equations for the crossing time
probability and the overshoot expectation of the price process with respect to the threshold function.
The characteristics and dynamics of the threshold function are analyzed with respect to time, holding
cost, and di¤erent parameters of the price process, and yields meaningful practical insights, as well as
theoretical insights.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we study an inventory management problem of items with a mean-reverting price process. We
nd the optimal policy for managing purchasing decisions when the underlying items price is stochastic and
tends to revert back to a long term average price. We analyze this system under a general convex holding
cost and a nite deadline constraint. Our work introduces a simple purchasing policy that is based on a
threshold value as a function of time. The threshold value indicates whether to purchase the item or to
wait for a better price in the future. The problem we study can be found in the core operations of many
businesses. For example, the model can be applied to manage an airports fuel inventory. In this operation,
the airports ights schedule determines the deadline for the fuel demand, where the fuel is bought under a
uctuating price. Hence, the fuel inventory purchasing decision needs to be managed optimally in order to
minimize the associated total costs that are composed of the direct price of the fuel and the holding costs.
Our motivation to focus on items with stochastic prices relies on the growing need of businesses to take
into account in their logistic operations the random behavior of their inventory purchasing price. Moreover,
many evidence of mean-reverting behavior are detected in the random uctuations of prices of popular
goods, mainly commodities, see for example [4],[5],[26],[27],[28],[33]. Although our model primarily aims for
optimal policy of classic logistic systems, it can be also adopted to the optimization of alternative systems
that encounter mean-reversion in their underlying process. Such application include electricity markets [17],
exchange rates [12], and pairs trading [9].
Researches from the optimal inventory control stream addressed the stochastic behavior of prices in several
works. Kalymon [21] introduced a single item, multi period, inventory system for a system with random
item price that follows a discrete Markovian process, and constructed a (s(p);S(p)) optimal policy. Golabi
[14] considered a similar problem under an independent continuous price distribution framework. However
non of these works o¤er closed form solutions to calculate the optimal policy in case of mean reverting
price process. Berling and Martinez-de-Albeniz [3] work considers a closely related model to our research
as they apply a numerical procedure in a continuous review inventory where the price follows the mean
reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (OU). Goel and Gutierrez [13] also consider the OU price process,
and present a computational study that o¤ers approximation for optimal inventory policy under multiechelon
model in which purchasing can be made from the spot and forward markets. Other papers, that deal with
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stochastic prices in inventory systems include Gavirneni [11] and Wang [31] that study models where the
price uctuates myopically, and the work of Li and Kouvelis [22] which studies risk sharing contracts under a
random price that follows the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) process, using a binomial approximation.
For a comprehensive review of other related works that consider random price in inventory optimization see
Haksöz and Seshadri [16].
The analysis of stochastic price process in optimal inventory control shares similar challenges to those
found in optimal stopping problems. Optimal stopping methods are widely used in nancial literature related
to nancial derivatives. Jacka [20] shows that the problem of American put option is equivalent to an optimal
stopping problem. Since the seminal work of Black and Scholes [6], there is a rich research stream that has
been developed in the nancial literature regarding pricing and modeling of American options, See [18] for
a review. However, in most cases there are no closed form solutions for this kind of problems, and therefore,
di¤erent numerical procedures were developed. The majority of the nancial research focus on an underlying
process that follows the GBM process, but some of the procedures that were developed can also capture
mean reverting processes. This includes: the censored binomial tree of Nelson and Ramaswamy [24], the
two dimensional tree of Hahn and Dyer [15], the trinomial tree of Hull and White [19], and the least squares
simulation techniques of Logsta¤ and Schwartz [23].
Aiming to nd the optimal policy of mean reverting process, some papers address sub-problems that are
studied in our work as well. This includes the probability of the process crossing some given value, and the
expected value of the process at this crossing time. Finster [10] and Novikov [25] studied asymptotic results
for the rst crossing time of a constant level for the rst order autoregressive (AR(1)) process, and Alili
et al. [1] presented three approximation methods for the crossing time of an OU process. Christensen and
Novikov [8] nd conditions where the optimal stopping of a discounted AR(1) process in an innite horizon
is in the form of a constant threshold function, and in a following work Christensen [7] assumed exponential
random terms in the process, and nd explicit distributions for the crossing time and expected value of the
process under this assumption.
In this work, we introduce a simple optimal policy for the optimal inventory control of items with mean
reverting price process. Our results give a practical tool for managing inventory in stochastic price systems,
and in addition have important contribution to the theoretical study of optimal stopping of mean-reverting
process. The optimal policy is based on an increasing threshold function in time, that its calculation is based
on the crossing time probability of the process, and its expected value. We explicitly dene equations for
these terms, and nd the value function of the system at a given time, using Bellman equation (see [2]).
We prove the existence and basic properties of the threshold under this setting. The threshold function
is calculated in a simple binary search that nds the indi¤erence price between purchasing and waiting
decisions. Lastly, we analyze the threshold dynamics with respect to logistic parameters of the inventory
system, and to the price process parameters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The model is characterized in Section 2. The
calculation of the crossing time probability and the overshoot expectation is constructed in Section 3, and
the threshold dynamics analysis is presented in Section 4.
2 Model
In this research, we study a purchasing problem of items with mean reverting price process. Without loss
of generality we consider a demand for a single item. The purchasing decision can be called in a nite time
horizon of length T . Lead time is zero, and no backlogs are allowed. The item incurs a holding cost per time
range [t; s] denoted by, ht;s. Our goal is to minimize the expected total cost of supplying the item within
its planning horizon. The items price, denoted by Xt, tends to revert back to a long run average price, ,
according to the following autoregressive model of order 1 (AR (1)):
Xt =  K  dt+ (1 K  dt) Xt dt +   "t, (1)
where K is the reverting rate, dt is the time interval length, and  is the degree of volatility. The stochastic
term of the process is denoted by a series of i.i.d random variables with zero mean and variance dt. That
is, "t  N (0; dt). The parameters K and dt are constrained to hold: j1  dt Kj < 1 for keeping the price
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process stationary. This is in fact the discretized version of the arithmetic OU [30] process, where the change
in the process is described by the following equation:
dXt = K (  Xt dt) dt+   "t; (2)
In order to simplify notation to natural numbers indexes we also dene: n = t=dt, and tn = n  dt for
0  n  N , where N = T=dt: Under this notation we denote the price process as: Xt0 ; Xt1 ; Xt2 ; : : : ; XtN ,
and we denote by Xtn;ti (x), the random value of the process, Xti ,conditioned that Xtn = x, for tn < ti.
According to eq. (1), we get:
Xti 1;ti (x) =  K  dt+ (1 K  dt)  x+   "ti
Xti 2;ti (x) =  K  dt  (1 + (1 K  dt)) + (1 K  dt)2  x
+   "ti + "ti 1  (1 K  dt)
=   dt K 
1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j + (1  dt K)2  x
+ 
1X
j=0
"ti j  (1  dt K)j ;
which can be extended recursively to Xtn;ti (x), for 0  tn < ti  tN . This gives us:
Xtn;ti (x) =   dt K 
i n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j + (1  dt K)i n  x
+ 
i n 1X
j=0
"ti j  (1  dt K)j ;
and by aggregating the geometric progression term,
i n 1P
j=0
(1  dt K)j , we get:
Xtn;ti (x) =   dt K 

1  (1  dt K)i n

1  (1  dt K) + (1  dt K)
i n  x
+ 
i n 1X
j=0
"ti j  (1  dt K)j
=  + (x  ) (1  dt K)i n + 
i n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j "ti j : (3)
Note that we do not restrict the price process, Xt; to obtain only positive values, as it may represent the
spread of two related assets in a pairs trading model (Ekstrom et al. 2011). In addition, we consider a quite
general time dependent holding cost. Our only restriction is that the holding cost is convex in its time range.
However, in our model the only relevant holding cost terms are htn;tN , for 0  tn  tN 1. Therefore, any
holding cost function can be degenerated into an additive function of the set of holding cost per time unit,
denoted htn , where htn decreases (weakly) in tn.
We show in Section 3 that the optimal policy is based on a threshold function, in which at every time
point, t, there exists a single threshold value that states the following purchasing policy: buy if the items
price drops below the threshold, otherwise wait. In case the item was not purchased until time T , it is
bought at time T regardless of the value of XT : Accordingly, a purchasing policy  denes a set of threshold
values, b = fb (t0) ; : : : ; b (tN )g. Let V(x; t) denote the value function of the system at time t, and price
x, under policy . That is, V(x; t) denes the expected future total cost of the system. Thus, we aim to nd
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an optimal policy, denoted as ; which minimizes the expected total cost of the system at any time within
the time horizon, given the market price at that time. This optimal policy is denoted by V (x; t). That is,
 = arg min V(x; t);
where we dene the optimal terms as:
b (t)  ;
V (x; t)  V(x; t):
We dene the set of prices that are higher than the threshold value at time, t, as the continuation region
at time t, and the set of prices that are lower than the threshold value at time, t, as the stopping region at
time t.
3 Dynamic Programming based solution
Our aim is to nd the optimal policy for the purchasing problem at any point in the time horizon 0  t  T .
A natural way to approach this problem is by applying a Dynamic Programming based solution according
to Bellmans equation, where the purchasing constraint at time T acts as the stopping condition. That is,
V (x; T ) = x; (4)
as at time T there is no other choice rather than to buy the item at price x. Eq. (4) is used to calculate the
value function at earlier time points, t0  tn < tN recursively:
V (x; tn) = min
(
E

V (Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)

; x+ dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti
)
: (5)
The left term inside the minimum function, E

V (Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)

, represents the expected total cost
of the system when we wait with the purchasing decision at time t, and continue according to the optimal
policy in the reminder of the horizon. We dene this expected value as the value function under continuation
decision, noted as V C (x; tn). The right term inside the minimum function, x + dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti , represents the
total cost of the system when the item is purchased at time tn at price x, and a holding cost of dt 
NP
i=n
hi
is added to the items price. At each time interval, the price region is separated into continuation region
in which V C (x; tn) < x + dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti , and a stopping region in which V
C (x; tn) > x + dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti . The
threshold value, b(tn), represents the indi¤erence price between these two decisions, dened by:
V C (b(tn); tn) = b(tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti = V (b(tn); tn) : (6)
Note that according to this terminology the threshold price at time tN does not exist, as there is no dened
value from continuation, but for simplicity of the calculations we dene b(tN ) =1.
In the last period before the end of the time horizon, tN 1, the decision maker has to decide whether to
purchase the item at the price of x and pay dt  htN 1 holding cost, or to wait with the purchasing decision
to the end of the time horizon where the item would be purchased at the price of XtN with no additional
holding cost. Hence, according to eqs. (2) and (5), b (tN 1) satises
E [b (tN 1) +K (   b (tN 1)) dt+   "t] = b (tN 1) + dt  htN 1 ; (7)
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and as E ["t] = 0, eq. (7) gives
b (tN 1) +K (   b (tN 1)) dt = b (tN 1) + dt  htN 1 :
Thus, we get the following Corollary:
Corollary 1
b (tN 1) =    htN 1=K:
The threshold value one time interval before the deadline is given in a closed form in Corollary 1. However,
the calculation procedure of threshold values in earlier times is more complex. First, we have to show that
there is a single threshold at each time period. To do so, we show that the following Properties hold:
1. At any time point, 0  tn  tN 1, there exists a nite price, xH (tn)     htN 1=K, for which any
x  xH (tn) satises x+ dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti > V
C(x; tn).
2. At any time point, 0  tn  tN 1, there exists a nite price, xL (tn)  min
n
b(tn+1) dtK
(1 dtK) ;
dtK pdt htn dt
dtK
o
,
for which any x  xL (tn) satises x+ dt 
NP
i=n
hi < V
C(x; tn).
3. V C(x; tn) is concave and increasing in x.
Then, we rely on properties 1  3, and derive that at any time point there exists a single threshold value,
b (tn) : This is proved in the following Lemma:
Lemma 1 Properties 1 3 hold, and there exists a nite single threshold value, b (tn), for 0  tn < tN <1:
Proof. See proof in Appendix 1.
Next, we dene preliminary terms that are used to calculate the value function: the Crossing Time
Probability and Overshoot Expectation.
Denition 1 Crossing Time
We dene the earliest time point, after time tn, in which the price process is lower than its respective
threshold, as the Crossing Time of the price process, denoted by  tn (x). That is,
 tn (x) = inf fti > tn : Xtn;ti (x)  b(ti)g, for 0  tn < ti  tN :
Denition 2 Crossing Time Probability
We dene the Crossing Time Probability at time ti: the probability that  tn (x) occurs at time ti. We
denote the Crossing Time Probability by Ptn;ti(x). That is,
Ptn;ti(x) = Pr ( tn (x) = ti) , for 0  tn < ti  tN :
Denition 3 Overshoot Expectation
We dene the Overshoot Expectation at time ti: the expected value of the process at  tn (x) conditioned
that the Crossing Time occurs at time ti and that the price at time tn is x, for 0  tn < ti  tN . We denote
the Overshoot Expectation by Etn;ti(x). That is,
Etn;ti(x) = E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) = ti) :
By using Ptn;ti(x) and Etn;ti(x) for 0  tn < ti  tN we can construct the value function in the
continuation region, for time tn, and price x > b(tn) according to the following recursive equation:
V (x; tn) = V
C(x; tn) = Ptn;tn+1(x) 
 
Etn;tn+1(x) + dt 
N 1P
j=n+1
hti
!
+
 
1  Ptn;tn+1(x)
  E V (Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)jXtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1)
=
NP
i=n+1
Ptn;ti(x)
 
Etn;ti(x)+dt 
N 1P
j=i
hti
!
;
(8)
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and in the stopping region for time tn and price x  b(tn) we get:
V (x; tn) = x+ dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti :
3.1 Crossing Time Probability and Overshoot Expectation calculation
After dening the terms for Crossing Time Probability and Overshoot Expectation in denitions 2 and 3, in
this section we present their calculation. The calculation of Ptn;ti(x) and Etn;ti(x) is based on decompos-
ing these terms to explicit functions of multivariate normal variables, and then calculate their probability
function, and truncated expectation.
According to eq. (3), Xtn;ti (x), is in fact a random variable with normal distribution. That is,
Xtn;ti (x) v N
 
ti;tn (x) ; 
2
ti;tn

which according to eq. (3) has expectation, tn;ti (x), that equals:
tn;ti (x) =  + (x  ) (1  dt K)i n ; (9)
and variance, 2tn;ti , that equals:
2tn;ti = V ar
24 i n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j "ti j
35 : (10)
"tn+1 ; "tn+2;:::;"ti are i.i.d random variables with variance that equals dt. Thus, by aggregating the geometric
progression in eq. (10), we get:
2tn;ti = dt  2
1  (1  dt K)2(i n)
1  (1  dt K)2 : (11)
In correspondence to Xtn;ti (x), we dene its relative standard normal variable by
Ztn;ti (x) :=
Xtn;ti (x)  tn;ti (x)
tn;ti
; (12)
where Ztn;ti (x) v N (0; 1). The set of random variables, Ztn;tn+1 (x) ; : : : ; Ztn;ti (x), are correlated with a
symmetric covariance matrix denoted by tn+1;ti . Each covariance element, cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tk (x)), for
tn+1  tl  tk  ti, in the covariance matrix, tn+1;ti , represents the covariance between Ztn;tl (x) and
Ztn;tk (x), and equals:
cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tk (x)) = E [Ztn;tl (x)  Ztn;tk (x)]  E [Ztn;tl (x)]  E [Ztn;tk (x)] ;
where E [Ztn;tl (x)]  E [Ztn;tk (x)] = 0. According to eqs. (12), and (9):
cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tk (x)) =
1
tn;tl  tn;tk
E
240@ l n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j "tl j
1A   k n 1X
r=0
(1  dt K)r "tk r
!35 :
(13)
Note that E

"tl j  "tk r

= dt for tl j = tk r, and E

"tl j  "tk r

= 0 for tl j 6= tk r. tl j = tk r for
pairs (j; r) 2 f(0; k   l) ; : : : ; (l   n  1; k   n  1)g. Therefore,
cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tk (x)) =
dt  2
tn;tl  tn;tk

l n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)k l+2j :
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By aggregating the geometric progression we get:
cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tk (x)) =
dt  2  (1  dt K)k l
tn;tl  ttn;tk
 1  (1  dt K)
2(l n)
1  (1  dt K)2 ; for tn+1  tl  tk  ti: (14)
Next, we dene the respective standardized threshold values. That is, the corresponding values of b (tn) that
are adjusted to the standardized process Ztn;ti(x). We dene
Btn;ti (x) :=
h
tn;tn+1 (x) ; tn;tn+2 (x) ; :::; tn;ti (x)
i
;
as the vector of standardized threshold values for time points tn+1; : : : ; ti, where each element, tn;tn+l (x),
for tn+1  tn+l  ti, is set to the corresponding standardized value of b (tn+l) with respect to the standardized
process Ztn;tn+l(x). That is,
tn;tl (x) :=
b (tl) 
h
 + (x  )  (1  dtK)l n
i
tn;tl
; for n+ 1  l  i: (15)
Similarly, we dene bBtn;ti (x) as the vector of standardized threshold values for time points tn+1; : : : ; ti, with
the exception that the element that corresponds to time ti is set to  1. That is,
bBtn;ti (x) := hbtn;tn+1 (x) ; btn;tn+2 (x) ; :::; btn;ti (x)i ;
where btn;tl (x) :=  tn;tl (x) ; for n+ 1  l  i  1; 1; l = i :
Lemma 2
Ptn;ti (x) = F

 B^tn;ti (x) ;tn;ti

  F ( Btn;ti (x) ;tn;ti) ; (16)
where F (an;nn) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard multivariate normal variable of
order n, on the vector a 2Rn, with an n n covariance matrix .
Proof. According to Denition 2, Ptn;ti (x) can be formulated as the probability that the process is
above the threshold at times ftn+1; : : : ; ti 1g, and below the threshold at ti. That is,
Ptn;ti (x) = Pr
 
Xtn;ti (x)  b (ti) ; Xtn;ti 1 (x) > b (ti 1) ; :::; Xtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1)

:
As tn;tn+1 (x) ; :::; tn;ti (x) denote the corresponding standardized values of b (tn+1) ; : : : ; b (ti), we get that,
Ptn;ti (x) = Pr

Ztn;ti (x)  tn;ti (x) ; Ztn;ti 1 (x) > tn;ti 1 (x) ; :::; Ztn;tn+1 (x) > tn;tn+1 (x)

:
By the symmetry of Ztn;tn+1 (x) ; : : : ; Ztn;ti (x) and the law of total probability we get:
Ptn;ti (x) = Pr

Ztn;ti 1 (x)   tn;ti 1 (x) ; :::; Ztn;tn+1 (x)   tn;tn+1 (x)

 Pr

Ztn;ti (x)   tn;ti (x) ; Ztn;ti 1 (x)   tn;ti 1 (x) ; :::; Ztn;tn+1 (x)   tn;tn+1 (x)

= F

 B^tn;ti (x) ;tn;ti

  F ( Btn;ti (x) ;tn;ti) :
Next, we need to calculate the Overshoot Expectation of the process. This is done by forming Etn;ti(x) in
terms of the conditional expectation function of a multivariate normal variable. First, we dene the vectors:
Atn;ti:tj (x) =

tn;tn+1:tj (x) ; :::; tn;tj 1:tj (x) ; tn;tj+1:tj (x) ; ::; tn;ti:tj (x)

; (17)bAtn;ti:tj (x) = btn;tn+1:tj (x) ; :::; btn;tj 1:tj (x) ; btn;tj+1:tj (x) ; ::; btn;ti:tj (x) ; (18)
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where
tn;tl:tj (x) =

tn;tl (x)  Cov
 
Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)
  tn;tj (x)q
1  Cov  Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)2; ; (19)
for n+ 1  l  i; and n+ 1  j  i; l 6= j;
and btn;tl:tj (xn) =  tn;tl:tj (xn) ; for n+ 1  l  i  1; and n+ 1  j  i; l 6= j; 1 ; for l = i; and n+ 1  j  i; i 6= j: (20)
We dene the matrix, Mti;tn:tj (x), as the (i  n  1)  (i  n  1) rst-order partial correlation matrix of
Ztn;tn+1 (x) ; : : : ; Ztn;ti (x)
	
, for n + 1  j  i; i 6= j, when removing the controlling variable Ztn;tj (x).
That is, the ftl; tmg entry to Mti;tn:tj (x), denoted by tl;tm:tj (x), for n + 1  l  i; n + 1  m  i;
n+ 1  j  i; l;m 6= j; equals:
tl;tm:tj (x) =
cov (Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tm (x))  cov
 
Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)
  cov (Ztn;tm (x) ; Zti;tm (x))q
1  cov  Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)2 q1  cov  Ztn;tm (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)2 : (21)
With these terms dened we use Tallis equation (see [29]), for the mean of a standardized normal
truncated multivariate distribution, in order to calculate the expected value of the process at time tn,
conditioned that Xtn = x, and that the corresponding Crossing Time is triggered after time, tj , for 0  tn 
tj  ti, denoted as E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > tj). We obtain this term for tj = ti, tj = ti 1, and use them to
derive Etn;ti(x). Applying Tallisequation with the set of

Ztn;tn+1 (x) ; : : : ; Ztn;ti (x)
	
as the standardized
normal multivariate variable truncated respectively on the coordinates
n
tn;tn+1 (xn) ; : : : ; tn;tni
(xn)
o
gives:
E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti) (22)
=
Pi
l=n+1 cov (Ztn;ti (x) ; Ztn;tl (x))  
 
tn;tl (xn)
  F ( Atn;ti:tl (xn) ;Mti;tn:tl (x))
F ( Btn;ti (xn) ;tn;ti)
;
E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1) (23)
=
Pi
l=n+1 cov (Ztn;ti (x) ; Ztn;tl (x))  
btn;tl (xn)  F  bAtn;ti:tl (xn) ;Mti;tn:tl (x)
F

 bBtn;ti (xn) ;tn;ti ;
where  (x) is the probability density function (PDF ) of a standard normal variable.
Taking the standardized terms, E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti) ; E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1) and transforming
them to the form of E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti) ; E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1) gives:
E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti) (24)
= tn;ti (x) +
tn;ti 
Pi
l=n+1 cov (Ztn;ti (x) ; Ztn;tl (x))  
 
tn;tl (xn)
  F ( Atn;ti:tl (xn) ;Mti;tn:tl (x))
F ( Btn;ti (xn) ;tn;ti)
;
E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1) (25)
= tn;ti (x) +
tn;ti 
Pi
l=n+1 cov (Ztn;ti (x) ; Ztn;tl (x))  
btn;tl (xn)  F  bAtn;ti:tl (xn) ;Mti;tn:tl (x)
F

 bBtn;ti (xn) ;tn;ti :
Etn;ti(x) is derived by completing the total expectation equation when relying on the terms of
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E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti), E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1) in eqs. (24) ; (25). In order to set the total expecta-
tion equation, we specify the conditional probability of the crossing time, denoted by Ptn;ti (x j tn (x) > ti 1 ):
the probability that  tn (x) occurs at time ti, conditioned that  tn (x) > ti 1. According to Bayes rule, and
eq. (16), we get that
Ptn;ti (x j tn (x) > ti 1 ) =
Ptn;ti (x)
F

 bBtn;ti (xn) ;tn;ti : (26)
Lastly, we set the the total expectation equation, and and derive Etn;ti(x):
Etn;ti(x) =
[E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1)  (1  Ptn;ti (x j tn (x) > ti 1 ))  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti)]
Ptn;ti (x j tn (x) > ti 1 )
:
(27)
3.2 Threshold Function
In this section, we present the threshold calculation algorithm. But rst, we prove that the threshold function
maintains monotonicity in time, as stated in the following Lemma:
Lemma 3 b (t) is monotonically increasing in t, for 0 < t < T .
Proof. Let  1 dene the policy of setting the threshold at time tn to the optimal threshold at time
tn+1. That is, policy  1 can be dened as
 1  b 1 (tn) = b (tn+1) , for 0 < tn  tN 1.
Let V 1 (x; tn) dene the value function under policy  1. According to eq. (8) the value function under
continuation decision under policy  1, denoted V C 1 (x; tn), can be formulated as:
V C 1 (x; tn) =
NX
i=n+1
P
 1
tn;ti(x)
0@E 1tn;ti(x)+dt  N 1X
j=i
htj
1A ;
where P 1tn;ti(x) and E
 1
tn;ti(x) stand for the Crossing Time Probability and the Overshoot Expectation under
policy  1, respectively. Note that P
 1
tn;ti(x) = Ptn+1;ti+1(x), and E
 1
tn;ti(x) = Etn+1;ti+1(x), but purchasing
under policy  1 adds one additional time unit with holding cost compared to the optimal policy. Therefore,
we get that
V C 1 (x; tn) = V
C (x; tn+1) +
N 1X
i=n+1
Ptn+1;ti+1(x)  dt  hti : (28)
As our model restricts ht to decrease in t we get from eq. (28):
V C 1 (x; tn)  V C (x; tn+1) + dt  htn ; (29)
and substituting for V C (x; tn+1) in eq. (6) into eq. (29) gives:
V C 1 (b (tn+1) ; tn)  b(tn+1) + dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti + dt  htn = b(tn+1) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti : (30)
Note that the RHS equals to the cost of a purchasing decision at time tn and price b (tn+1). In addition, as
 1 is a feasible policy, we get that V C 1 (b (tn+1) ; tn)  V C (b (tn+1) ; tn). Combining this with eq. (30),
we get that
V C (b (tn+1) ; tn)  b(tn+1) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti ;
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which together with the uniqueness of the threshold value (Lemma 1) implies that
b (tn)  b (tn+1) , for 0 < t < T .
Note, that a sub-result of Lemma 3 is a new upper bound for the threshold function, which is tighter than
the one that was suggested in Lemma 1. After establishing the Crossing Time Probability and Overshoot
Expectation in eqs. (16) and (27), the threshold can be calculated using a simple recursive procedure. The
value function in its continuation region, V C (x; tn), is calculated according to eqs. (8), (16) and (27), and the
threshold, b (tn), is determined by nding the value of b (tn) that satises eq. (6). However, the calculations
of Ptn;ti (x) and Etn;ti(x) for tn+1  ti  tN , are based on the values of fb (tn+1) ; : : : ; b (ti)g. Therefore, we
start calculating the threshold values from the end of the horizon, at time tN , and move in sequential steps
in length dt backwards in time to tn+1. As a stopping condition, at time tN the threshold, b (tN ) =1, and
according to Corollary 1, b (tN 1) =    htN 1=K. The reminder of the threshold values are determined
in each step by a simple binary search method that nds the threshold value under a respective desired
precision resolution, . As the threshold is unique and holds upper and lower bounds, and is increasing in
t (Lemma 1, and Lemma 3), the binary search guarantees converging towards an optimal solution. This
procedure is presented by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1 Threshold Function
1. Set n = N   2; b (tN ) = 1; b (tN 1) =    htN 1=K;LB =
dtK pdt htn 2 dt
dtK ; UB = b (tN 1), and
x = (UB   LB) =2
2. If n  0
3. Calculate V C (x; tn) according to eq. (8).
3.1. while
x+ dt  N 1P
i=n
hti   V C (x; tn)
 > 
3.1.1. if x+ dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti > V
C (x; tn), set UB = x
3.1.2. else, set LB = x
3.1.3. x = (UB   LB) =2
3.1.4. Calculate V C (x; tn) according to eq. (8).
3.2. b (tn) = x
3.3. n := n  1
3.4. LB = min
n
b(tn+1) dtK
(1 dtK) ;
dtK pdt htn dt
dtK
o
; UB = b (tn+1)
3.5. Go to step 2
4. end
4 Threshold Properties
In this section, we introduce some interesting properties of the threshold function. Within this section, we
use the notation b (tn;  = c) ; Xtn;ti (x;  = c) where  is one or more of the models parameters, and c
corresponds to its value. This notation represents the threshold function and the price process respectively,
at time tn, under specic values, c, of the noted parameters, .
Lemma 4 b (tn;  = 0) + C = b (tn;  = 0 + C) for a constant C, and for t1  tn  tN .
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Proof. According to the price process term in eq. (3), we get that  shifts the price process only by a
constant:
Xtn;ti (x+ C;  = 0 + C) = 0 + C
+(x+ C   (0 + C)) (1  dt K)i n
+
i n 1X
j=0
(1  dt K)j "ti j
= Xtn;ti (x;  = 0) + C: (31)
Let V C (x; ti;  = 0) ; b (tn;  = 0) be the value function under continuation decision, and the threshold
function for a process with  = 0, respectively. Note that according to eqs. (16) ; (24) ; (25) ; (27) ; and (31)
we get that for 0  tn < ti  tN , and all ti < t  tN
Etn;ti (x+ C;  = 0 + C;b = b (;  = 0) + C) = Etn;ti (x;  = 0;b = b (;  = 0)) + C;
and
Ptn;ti (x+ C;  = 0 + C;b = b (;  = 0) + C) = Ptn;ti (x;  = 0;b = b (;  = 0)) :
Hence, by eq. (8) we get that
V C (x+ C; tn;  = 0 + C;b = b (;  = 0) + C) = V
C (x; tn;  = 0;b = b (;  = 0)) + C:
Therefore, as
V C (b (tn;  = 0) ; tn;  = 0;b = b (;  = 0)) = b (tn;  = 0) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti ;
then
V C (b (tn;  = 0) + C; tn;  = 0 + C; b (tn) = b (tn;  = 0) + C) = b (tn;  = 0) + C + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti :
Thus, we get that
b (tn;  = 0 + C) = b (tn;  = 0) + C, for 0  t  T:
Figure 1 exemplies the threshold function, b (t) for a time horizon of T = 15, with di¤erent  values.
Lemma 5 b
 
tn;h = h
H
  b  tn;h = hL where hH = nhHt0 ; : : : ; hHtN 1o, hL = nhLt0 ; : : : ; hLtN 1o, hLti 
hHti , for n  i  N   1 and 1  n < N   1:
Proof. Let bL =

bL (t0) ; : : : ; b
L (tN )
	
denote the optimal set of threshold values for a system with
holding cost hL, and let V C

x; tn;b = b
L;h = hL

denote the value function from continuation decision
for a system with holding cost hL, when following thresholds bL for n + 1  i  N   1. According to eq.
(6),
bL (tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hLti = V
C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hL

: (32)
Let hHti  hLti for n  i  N   1, and let V C

x; tn;b = b
L;h = hH

denote the value function from contin-
uation decision for a system with holding cost hH , when following thresholds bL (ti) for n+ 1  i  N   1.
Under this setting, according to eq. (8) we get that the di¤erence between V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hL

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Figure 1: Threshold function, b (t;  = 0) for T = 15, dt = 1, K = 0:5,  = 1, ht = (T   t)  10 2, for
 = 20; 10; 5.
and V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hH

is only in the holding cost. That is,
V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hL

= V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hH

 
N 1X
i=n+1
24Ptn;ti(bL (tn) ;b = bL)  dt  N 1X
j=i

hHtj   hLtj
35 : (33)
Then, from eqs. (32),(33) we get that,
bL (tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hLti +
N 1X
i=n+1
24Ptn;ti(bL (tn) ;b = bL)  dt  N 1X
j=i

hHtj   hLtj
35
= V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hH

: (34)
Moreover,
bL (tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hLti +
N 1X
i=n+1
24Ptn;ti(bL (tn) ;b = bL)  dt  N 1X
j=i

hHtj   hLtj
35 (35)
 bL (tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hHti ;
and
V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
H ;h = hH

 V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
L;h = hH

; (36)
as V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
H ;h = hH

represents the optimal value from continuation decision for a system
with holding cost hHti . Therefore, we get from eqs. (34) ; (35) ; (36) that
V C

bL (tn) ; tn;b = b
H ;h = hH

 bL (tn) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hHti :
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Figure 2: Threshold function, b (t) for T = 10, dt = 1, K = 0:5,  = 1,  = 10 across varying holding values,
h.
Hence, for a system with holding cost of hH , it is better to wait with the purchasing price at price
bL (tn), which together with the uniqueness of the threshold value (Lemma 1) implies that b

tn;h = h
H


b

tn;h = h
L

for hLti  hHti ; n  i  N   1 and 1  n < N   1:
Figure 2 exemplies the threshold function, b (t) for a time horizon of T = 10, with di¤erent holding
values.
4.1 Threshold function properties under special cases of h
In this section, we analyze additional properties of the threshold function when the holding cost is subject
to follow specic forms. We denote the holding cost as a function of a set of parameters as h (). In addition,
for better readability of the proofs we assume in this section that  = 0. Note that according to Lemma 4
the results can be easily adjusted to a general , as  only a¤ects the threshold by a constant.
Lemma 6 b (tn) is linear to , under an holding cost that is linear to , hti (), for n  i  N   1.
Proof. We prove this Lemma by induction. First, we note that under the holding cost, htN 1 (), we
get that b (tN 1) is linear to : according to Corollary 1, b (tN 1) =  htN 1 () =K (under  = 0) which
is linear to . Under the induction assumption, b (ti) is linear to , under an holding cost, hti (), for
tn+1  ti  tN 1 (Assumption 1).
Next we show that under Assumption 1 with hti (), b (tn) is also linear to . We show this by proving
that under Assumption 1 the following Properties hold:
1. According to eq. (14), we get that cov
 
Ztn;tl (x) ; Ztn;tj (x)

is independent of  and hti (), for n+1 
l  N;n < j  N .
2. According to eq. (15), for  = 0 and Xtn = x, we get that
tn;tl (x; = 0) =
b (tl; = 0) 
h
x  (1  dtK)l n
i
tn;tl (; = 0)
:
For a constant C, we get from Assumption 1 and eq. (11) that
b (tl; = C  0) =tn;tl (; = C  0) = b (tl; = 0) =tn;tl (; = 0) for n+ 1  l  N: (37)
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Then, for Xtn = C  x, we get
b (tl; = C  0) 
h
C  x  (1  dtK)l n
i
tn;tl (; = C  0)
=
b (tl; = 0) 
h
x  (1  dtK)l n
i
tn;tl (; = 0)
= tn;tl (x; = 0) :
Hence,
tn;tl (x; = 0) = tn;tl (C  x; = C  0) :
3. According to Properties 1 and 2 we get that
F

 B^tn;ti (x) ;tn;ti ; = 0

= F

 B^tn;ti (C  x) ;tn;ti ; = C  0

;
and
F ( Btn;ti (x) ;tn;ti ; = 0) = F ( Btn;ti (C  x) ;tn;ti ; = C  0) ,
for tn+1  ti  tN :
Then, according to eq. (16),
Ptn;ti (x; = 0) = Ptn;ti (C  x; = C  0) :
4. According to Properties 1  3 and eqs. (17)  (23), we get that
E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti; = 0) = E (Ztn;ti (C  x) j tn (C  x) > ti; = C  0) ;
and
E (Ztn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1; = 0) = E (Ztn;ti (C  x) j tn (C  x) > ti 1; = C  0) :
Then, according to eqs. (9), (11), (24), and (25) we get that
C  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti; = 0) = E (Xtn;ti (C  x) j tn (C  x) > ti; = C  0) ;
and
C  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1; = 0) = E (Xtn;ti (C  x) j tn (C  x) > ti 1; = C  0) ;
which implies according to eq. (27) that
C  Etn;ti (x; = 0) = Etn;ti (C  x; = C  0) ;
for tn+1  ti  tN .
5. According to Properties 3, 4 and eq. (8), we get that in the continuation region
C  V C (x; tn; = 0) = C 
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti (x; = 0) 
0@Etn;ti (x; = 0)+dt  N 1X
j=i
htj (0)
1A
=
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti (C  x; = C  0) 
0@Etn;ti (C  x; = C  0)+dt  N 1X
j=i
htj (C  0)
1A ;
and therefore
C  V C (x; tn; = 0) = V C (C  x; tn; = C  0) ; (38)
for hti () that is linear to , for tn+1  ti  tN .
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Figure 3: Threshold function, b (tn;; h0;t10) for tn = 1; 3; 5; 7; 9; T = 10, dt = 1;K = 0:5; for 0:1    2;
and hti =   (tN   ti)  10 1.
Finally, according to eqs. (6) ; (38), under Assumption 1, for a given threshold, b (tn; = 0)
C 
 
b (tn; = 0) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti (0)
!
= V C (C  b (tn; = 0) ; tn; = C  0)
which implies that under Assumption 1,
C  b (tn; = 0) = b (tn; = C  0) :
Hence, b (tn) is linear to , under hti (), for 0  tn  tN 1.
Figure 3 exemplies the threshold function, b (t;) for t = 1; 3; 5; 7; 9; T = 10, dt = 1;K = 0:5; and
hti () =   (tN   ti)  10 1.
Lemma 7 b(tn) is linear to
p
dt and to 1=
p
K, under a constant product, dt K, and a holding cost that is
linear to
p
K and 1=
p
dt; hti (dt;K), for n  i  N   1.
Proof. Similar to the proof in Lemma 6, it can be proved that b(tn) is linear to
p
dt and to 1=
p
K,
under a constant product of dt K, and holding cost, hti (dt;K). In order to adjust the proof in Lemma 6,
one should follow the same steps as in the proof of Lemma 6, with the following adjustments:
 hti (dt;K) replacing hti ().
 pdt replacing .
 dt = dt0;K = K0 replacing  = 0.
 dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C replacing  = C  0.
 pC  x replacing C  x.
 pC  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti; dt = dt0;K = K0) replacing C  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti; = 0)
 pC  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1; dt = dt0;K = K0) replacing C  E (Xtn;ti (x) j tn (x) > ti 1; = 0)
 pC  Etn;ti (x; dt = dt0;K = K0) replacing C  Etn;ti (x; = 0).
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
p
C  V C (x; tn; dt = dt0;K = K0)
=
p
C 
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti (x; dt = dt0;K = K0) 
0@Etn;ti (x; dt = dt0;K = K0)+dt0  N 1X
j=i
htj (dt0;K0)
1A
=
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti
p
C  x; dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C


0B@ Etn;ti
p
C  x; dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C

+Cdt0 
N 1P
j=i
htj (C  dt0;K0=C)
1CA ;
replacing
C  V C (x; tn; = 0) = C 
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti (x; = 0) 
0@Etn;ti (x; = 0)+dt  N 1X
j=i
htj (0)
1A
=
NX
i=n+1
Ptn;ti (C  x; = C  0) 
0@Etn;ti (C  x; = C  0)+dt  N 1X
j=i
htj (C  0)
1A ;
 p
C  V C (x; tn; dt = dt0;K = K0) = V C
p
C  x; tn; dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C

replacing
C  V C (x; tn; = 0) = V C (C  x; tn; = C  0)

p
C 
 
b (tn; dt = dt0;K = K0) + dt0 
N 1X
i=n
hti (dt0;K0)
!
= V C
p
C  b (tn; dt = dt0;K = K0) ; tn; dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C

replacing
C 
 
b (tn; = 0) + dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti (0)
!
= V C (C  b (tn; = 0) ; tn; = C  0)
 p
C  b (tn; dt = dt0;K = K0) = b (tn; dt = C  dt0;K = K0=C)
replacing
C  b (tn; = 0) = b (tn; = C  0) :
Under this adjustments, the same induction process as in the proof of Lemma 6 derives that b(tn) is
linear to
p
dt, under a constant product, dt K, and an holding cost that is linear to pK and 1=pdt. Note
that as dt K is constant, than we get that b(tn) is linear to 1=
p
K as well.
Figure 4 exemplies the threshold function, b (tn; dt;K) for n = 1; 3; 5; 7; 9; N = 10, dt  K = 0:8 and
hti (dt;K) = 1=
p
dt  (tN   ti)  10 1.
5 Conclusion
In this research, we develop an optimal policy for managing inventory of an item with a stochastic mean
reverting price process. Our inventory problem considers a discrete nite time horizon in which the item
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Figure 4: Threshold function, b (tn; dt;K; h0;t10) for n = 1; 3; 5; 7; 9; N = 10, dt  K = 0:8;  = 1; for
1  pdt  2; and hti = 1=
p
dt  (tN   ti)  10 1.
has to be bought, and a convex holding cost. The items price uctuates according to an AR(1) process,
that reects a mean-reversion behavior. Under this setting we prove that the optimal policy is in the form
of a unique threshold function, that determines for each time point, the price region for which a purchasing
decision is optimal. We provide a simple algorithm to calculate the threshold function. This algorithm is
based on the Bellman equation that is used to calculate the value function of the system in each step. The
value function calculation relies on the Crossing Time Probability and Overshoot Expectation, that are given
in a closed form solution. We analyze the threshold function with respect to the models logistic parameters,
and to the price process parameters. The analysis derives interesting properties of the threshold function,
that are proved theoretically and exemplied using graphs.
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Appendix 1 Proof of Lemma 1.
Proof. First we prove Property 1: at any time point, 0  tn  tN 1, there exists a nite price,
xH (tn)     htN 1=K, for which any x  xH (tn) satises x + dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti > V
C(x; tn). A feasible policy
at any nite price x >    htn=K is to wait with the purchasing decision at time tn, and purchase the item
immediately at the next time interval at price Xtn;tn+1 (x). According to eq. (9), this decision leads to
expected cost of:
E

Xtn;tn+1 (x)

+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti
=  + (x  ) (1  dt K) + dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti ; (39)
where for any x >    htn=K, this expectation is lower than the cost of of purchasing the item at time tn.
That is,
x+ dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti >  + (x  ) (1  dt K) + dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti ; for any x >    htn=K, (40)
where the left hand side (LHS) represents the cost of a purchasing decision at time tn, and the right hand
side (RHS) represents the expected cost under a purchasing decision at time tn+1. By denition, the optimal
policy has a lower cost than any feasible policy, and therefore we get that E

Xtn;tn+1 (x)

+ dt 
N 1P
i=n+1
hti 
V C(x; tn). Hence, according to eqs. (40), and (39), x+ dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti > V
C(x; tn), for 0  tn < tN 1, for any
x >    htn=K.
Next we prove by induction that Properties 2; 3 hold, and there exists a nite single threshold value,
b (tn), for 0  tn < tN 1:
Property 2 - At any time point, 0  tn  tN 1, there exists a nite price, xL (tn) 
min
n
b(tn+1) dtK
(1 dtK) ;
dtK pdt htn dt
dtK
o
, for which any x  xL (tn) satises x+ dt 
NP
i=n
hi  V C(x; tn).
Property 3 - V C(x; tn) is concave and increasing in x.
First we verify that for time tN 1 a single threshold exists, and that Properties 2 and 3 hold: According
to Corollary 1, at time tN 1, a single threshold exists at the value of b (tN 1) =   htN 1=K, and any price
x <    htN 1=K satises x + dt 
NP
i=n
hi < V
C(x; tn). Note that    htN 1=K >
dtK pdt htN 1 dt
dtK , and
therefore Property 2 holds. In addition, at time tN 1 the value function under continuation decision leads
to a denite purchase at the end of the planning horizon at time tN . According to eq. (9)
V C(x; tN 1) = E

XtN 1;tN (x)

=  + (x  ) (1  dt K) :
That is, V C(x; tN 1) is concave (linear) and increasing in x. Hence, Properties 3 also holds for time tN 1.
Next we assume that for time tj : tn+1  tj  tN , there exists a nite single threshold value, b (tj), and
that Properties 2 and 3 hold. Under this assumption, we prove by induction that the above also holds for
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time tn. From Property 1, we get that
V C(x; tn) = Pr
 
Xtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1)
  E V C(Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)jXtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1) (41)
+
 
1  Pr  Xtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1) 
 
E

Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  b (tn+1)

+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti
!
:
Note that according to threshold policy,
E

V C(Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)jXtn;tn+1 (x) > b (tn+1)
  E Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  b (tn+1)+ dt  N 1X
i=n+1
hti :
Therefore, we can substitute the RHS of eq. (41), and get the following inequality:
V C(x; tn)  E

Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  b (tn+1)

+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti : (42)
According to the induction assumption, and eq. (9) there exists a nite x  b(tn+1) dtK(1 dtK) that satises
E

Xtn;tn+1 (x)

= b (tn+1) : Hence, we can infer from eq. (9) that E

Xtn;tn+1 (x)
  b (tn+1) () x  x.
Therefore, we get that for x  x :
E

Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  b (tn+1)

+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti
 E Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  E Xtn;tn+1 (x)+ dt  N 1X
i=n+1
hti ; (43)
where by eq. (3)
E

Xtn;tn+1 (x) jXtn;tn+1 (x)  E

Xtn;tn+1 (x)

+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti
= E

 + (x  ) (1  dt K) +   "tn+1
"tn+1  0+ dt  N 1X
i=n+1
hti
=  + (x  ) (1  dt K) +   E "tn+1 "tn+1  0+ dt  N 1X
i=n+1
hti : (44)
The term, "tn+1
"tn+1 < 0 , distributes as a normal variable, with zero mean and dt variance, that is truncated
below its mean. This term has a known expected value of (see: [32]):
E

"tn+1
"tn+1  0 =  pdt(0)=(0); (45)
where () and () denotes the PDF and the cumulative distribution function (CDF ) respectively, of a
standard normal random variable. As 0 < (0)=(0) < 1, and
p
dt;  > 0, we get from eqs. (42,43,44,45)
that
V C(x; tn) >  + (x  ) (1  dt K)   
p
dt+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti , for x 
b (tn+1)  dt K
(1  dt K) ; (46)
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where,
 + (x  ) (1  dt K)   
p
dt+ dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti > x+ dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti
() x <   dt K    
p
dt  htn  dt
dt K : (47)
Hence, by eqs. (46,47) we get that there exists a nite price, xL (tn)  min
n
b(tn+1) dtK
(1 dtK) ;
dtK pdt htn dt
dtK
o
,
for which any x  xL (tn) satises:
V C(x; tn) > x+ dt 
N 1X
i=n
hti :
That is, Property 2 is valid for time tn. Next, we note that under the induction assumption there exists a
nite single threshold value, b (tn+1), for time tn+1 and therefore we get that
V C(x; tn) = E
"
min
(
Xtn;tn+1 (x) + dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti ; V
C(Xtn;tn+1 (x) ; tn+1)
)#
. (48)
We dene ", as a realization of "tn+1 under its probability density function, g ("), and xtn;tn+1 (x; ") ; as the
value of Xtn;tn+1 (x) when "tn+1 = ". Therefore, we can set eq. (48) as
V C(x; tn) =
1Z
 1
min
(
xtn;tn+1 (x; ") + dt 
N 1X
i=n+1
hti ; V
C(xtn;tn+1 (x; ") ; tn+1)
)
g (") d". (49)
xtn;tn+1 (x; ") is linear increasing in x, and V
C(x; tn+1) is concave and increasing in x under the induc-
tion assumption of Property 3. Hence, as an increasing concave function of a linear increasing func-
tion, V C(xtn;tn+1 (x; ") ; tn+1) is also concave and increasing in x. As xtn;tn+1 (x; ") + dt 
N 1P
i=n+1
hti , and
V C(xtn;tn+1 (x; ") ; tn+1) are concave and increasing in x, than
min

xtn;tn+1 (x; ") + dt 
N 1P
i=n+1
hti ; V
C(xtn;tn+1 (x; ") ; tn+1)

is concave and increasing in x, and so as the
integral of an increasing concave function. Therefore, we get that V C(x; tn) is concave and increasing in x.
That is, Property 3 is valid for time tn. According to Property 1 and 2, there exist nite prices, xH (tn),
xL (tn) for which any x  xH (tn) ; satises x + dt 
N 1P
i=n+1
hti > V
C(x; tn), and any x  xL (tn) satises
x + dt 
N 1P
i=n+1
hti < V
C(x; tn). Combined with Property 3 which maintains that V C(x; tn) is concave and
increasing in x, we get that there exists a nite, single value of x, dened as the threshold value, b (tn) ; for
which b (tn) + dt 
N 1P
i=n
hti = V (b (tn) ; tn) holds. Figure 5 exemplies these 3 Properties for t = 10; T = 15,
dt = 1;K = 0:5 and hti = (tN   ti)  10 2.
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Figure 5: The functions x+ h10;15 and V C (x; t) as a function of x at t = 10; T = 15;  = 10 , = 1, with the
bounds xL (10) ; xH (10) :
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